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Abstract

Magneti~ation relaxation of [Mn4(hpdm)6(OAc)z](CIO~h with S ;; 8 ground state has been investigated with AC
susceptibility and DC magnetiution mCiUUfements below 4 K. The temperature dependence of the relaxation time
follows the Arrhenius law with activation energy E ""' 17 K aboye 1 K. At lowcr temperatures. the relaxation deviates

from the th~rmal activa.tion formula and becomes temperature il'ldep':ndel1t below 0.5 K 'with 't'~1 ..•••104 s. These
observations are attributed to magnetic quantum tunneling. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Quantum spin dynamics in mesoscopic magnets has
received much attention over the recent yeari [1]. The
molecular clusters, which behave like uanomagnets at
low temperature, are a particuhirly appeaiing class of
materials for these investigations. Several moleoular clus
ters have be~n reported to .how evidence of quantum
tunneling of the magnetization over an anisottopic en
ergy barrier. The best examples afe Mn12ac and Fe8,
both of which have a net spin S = 10, showing temper
ature-incep:nd(nt relaxation times at low temperatures
[2,3]. Recently, Mn40JCI(OzCCH3h(dbmh, which has
a net spin of S = ~ was also reported to show such

a quantum tunneling effect (4). Here we report low
temperature magnetic properties of a new cluster,
(Mn4(hpdm)6(OAchJ(CIO~);z. It ha.s a net spin of S "" 8
[5], intermediate between the above clu!ters, and shows
a c]ear evidence of quantum tunneling of magnetization.

A polycrystalline sample wa~ stuck on a quartz glass
with a small amount of N-grease. It was immersed in

liquid 4He which was cooled by way of a sintered powder
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heat exchange! with a 3He- 4He dilution refrigerator. The
AC susceptibili1i",s, 'LAC, were m~asured with a. supncon
ducting quantum interference device (SQUID) mag
netometer. The data were taken in zero DC field and in

less than 1 Oe AC field at the frequency of 1-1000 Hz.
The values of l.AC are normalized in such a way a.s the
plots of l.AC are smoothly connected to those of the
high-temperdute datil [5J.

Typical results of th: AC susceptibility are sho\vn ir.
Fig. 1 for difTc::n-ntfrequencies. Out-or-phase AC suscep
tibility {xAd is seen in the temperature range of 1-2.5 K.
The temperature dependence ofthe retaxa~ion time t can
be obtained f.om the frequency and the temperature
corresponding to the maximum in X~c, where
't '"' 1/[21:\1"1; ( = frequency of the AC field)]. The T values
are plotted as In(T] versus lIT in Fig. 2. The relaxation
follows 't = .0 exp(~/klJ T) with an energy barrier (6£)
of 17 K and 't'o = 3.4x 10-$ s. above 1 K. This is to be
compared .-..ith the barrier height given by
IDS21 = 22.4 K, which is calculated by taking the ground
state as S :;::8 with the D value of - 0.35 K obtained

from magl1etiiaion data [5]. The reasonable agreemeot
can be explained in terms of a multistep Orbach process
[6J.
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FIg. 2. In(.) versus I(T. The line is the fit d:scribed in t~ t~xt.
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Fig. 1. Tempe:2.tl.lre d!;:~ndcncc of the AC magnetic: suscepti
bility fer the polycrystallin~ sample at various frequencie$.

In erder to investigate the magnetic relaxation at lower

temperatures, the magnetization measurements in zero
DC field were made by using the same SQUID ma.g
netometer. Initially, a small DC fic:ld of 3.7 Oe was

applied at desired tempera.tures. After several hours. the:

magnetic fieJd was reduced to zero and the magnetizaion
was recorded as a function 0f time. The magnetization
..::ur\'es can be well fitted by a stretched exponential [7],
M(t) = Mln + [M'Q - MinJexp((t(t)B) where .• is relax
ation time, Mi. is the ir1itial magnrtization at time! :: 0

and Moq is the eqUJlibrium magnetization. The temper
a.ture-dependent exponent 13 varies from 0.5 10 1. As
shown in Fig. 2, below 0.5 K the relaxation time r be
comes independent of temperature with t••, - 10~s. This

temperature-independent pr~ss should correspond to
magr.etization tunneling through the anisotropic energy
barrier. The observed value of tut is intermediate be
tween the reported ones in the other manganese clusters,
Tu,- 10' s of Mn12 with S = 10 [8J artd t••, "" 3)( 101 s

of Mn403CI(OzCCH3h(dbmh with S = j [4J. It is
noted that the relaxation time is comparable to
1••, "" 10" s of Fe8 [3] in which an quantum interference

effect was recently ob~rved at low temperatures [9].
Detailed magnetic measurements are in progress, such as
a relaxation measurement under high DC field~.
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